Abstract. Let L 1 denotes the Lie algebra of formal vector fields on the line which vanish at the origin together with their first derivatives.
Introduction
Buchstaber and Shokurov discovered [6] that the Landweber-Novikov algebra in the complex cobordism theory tensored by real numbers S ⊗R is isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra U(L 1 ) of the Lie algebra L 1 of polynomial vector fields on the real line R 1 with vanishing non-positive Fourier coefficients. L 1 is a maximal (residually) nilpotent subalgebra of the Witt (Virasoro) algebra. In that time the algebra L 1 attracted a lot of interest [12] and the computation of H * (L 1 ) by Goncharova [15] was one of the most technically complicated results in homology algebra. Her result allowed Buchstaber and Kholodov to obtain some deep results in the complex cobordism theory.
It follows from the Goncharova theorem [15] that the cohomology algebra H * (L 1 ) has a trivial multiplication. Buchstaber conjectured that the algebra H * (L 1 ) is generated with respect to the non-trivail Massey products by its first cohomology H 1 (L 1 ). Feigin, Fuchs and Retakh [11] represented the basic homogeneous cohomology classes from H * (L 1 ) as Massey products [11] . But all the products considered by them are trivial ones. Twelve years later Artel'nykh [1] represented a part of basic cocycles in H * (L 1 ) by means of non-trivial Massey products, but his brief article contains no proof.
In the present article we prove Buchstaber's conjecture in its original setting. The main result is the Theorem 9.1 stating that the cohomology algebra H * (L 1 ) is generated with respect to the non-trivial Massey products by H 1 (L 1 ). Although we have strengthened the Feigin-Fuchs-Retakh theorem we use some important technical tools from [11] . One of them is the free resolution of the trivial L 1 -module constructed by means of so-called singular Virasoro vectors (an analogue of Bernshtein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution). At the time of writing [11] there were no general formula for singular vectors in terms of operators S p,q (t) from U(L 1 ). The formula for S p,q (t) obtained later by Benoit and Saint-Aubin is another important ingredient of our proof.
The most important part of our construction is the new graded socalled thread L 1 -moduleM that we introduce in the Section 21. The structure and important properties ofM is the cornerstone of the proof of the main Theorem 9.1.
In the Section 2 we present May's approach to the definition of Massey products, his notion of formal connection developed by Babenko and Taimanov in [2] for Lie algebras, we introduce also the notion of equivalent Massey products. The analogy with the classical Maurer-Cartan equation is especially transparent in the case of Massey products of 1-dimensional cohomology classes ω 1 , . . . , ω n . The relation of this special case to the representations theory was discovered in [11] , [8] . Following [11] we consider Massey products ω 1 , . . . , ω n , Ω , where ω 1 , . . . , ω n are closed 1-forms and Ω is a closed q-form.
We stress on non-triviality of our Massey products. It was pointed out by May to the author that it follows from some general results [18, 19] that H * (L 1 ) is generated by matrix (possibly trivial) Massey products and H 1 (L 1 ). The triple non-trivial Massey product in cohomology H * (L 1 ) was used by Babenko and Taimanov in their construction of simply connected non formal symplectic manifolds [2] .
Cohomology of N-graded Lie algebras
Let g be a Lie algebra over K and ρ : g → gl(V ) its linear representation (or in other words V is a g-module). We denote by C q (g, V ) the space of q-linear skew-symmetric mappings of g into V . Then one can consider an algebraic complex:
where the differential d q is defined by:
The cohomology of the complex (C * (g, V ), d) is called the cohomology of the Lie algebra g with coefficients in the representation ρ : g → V .
The cohomology of (C * (g, K), d) (V = K and ρ : g → K is trivial) is called the cohomology with trivial coefficients of the Lie algebra g and is denoted by H * (g). One can remark that d 1 : 
Example 1.2. Let us recall that the Witt algebra W is spanned by differential operators on the real line R 1 with a fixed coordinate x
We denote by L 1 a positive part of the Witt algebra, i.e. L 1 is a subalgebra of W spanned by all e i , i ≥ 1. Obviously W is a Z-graded Lie algebra with one-dimensional homogeneous components:
Thus L 1 is a N-graded Lie algebra.
Let g = ⊕ α g α be a Z-graded Lie algebra and
, where a V -valued q-form c belongs to C q (µ) (g, V ) if and only if for X 1 ∈ g α 1 , . . . , X q ∈ g αq we have
This grading is compatible with the differential d and hence we have Z-grading in the cohomology:
Remark. The trivial g-module K has only one non-trivial homogeneous
The exterior product in Λ * (g) induces a structure of a bigraded algebra in the cohomology H * (g):
g α be a N-graded Lie algebra and V be a g-module provided with the following invariant flag of linear subspaces V i , ∈ Z:
for some i 0 ∈ Z and such that ∩ i V i = {0} and
One can define a decreasing filtration F of (C * (g, V ), d):
where the subspace
The filtration F is compatible with d. Let us consider the corresponding spectral sequence E p,q r :
Proof. We have the following natural isomorphisms:
Now the proof follows from the formula for the d
where v ∈ V, f ∈ Λ p+q (g * ) and df is the standard differential of the cochain complex of g with trivial coefficients.
otherwise.
We will denote in the sequel by g Remark. It is very difficult (almost impossible) to understand all the details of Goncharova's proof. There is another one proof by Weinstein [24, ?] , there is a mistake in [24] corrected later in [25] in the construction of the spectral sequence, but the case L 1 can be treated apart from the general case as it was shown in [14] (corrected later in [24] ).
Massey products in cohomology.
In this section we follow [18] and [2] presenting the definitions of Massey products. Let A = ⊕ l≥0 A l be a differential graded algebra over a field K. It means that the following operations are defined: an associative multiplication
Example 2.1. A = Λ * (g) is the cochain complex of a Lie algebra.
For a given differential graded algebra (A, d) we denote by LT n (A) a space of all lower triangular (n + 1) × (n + 1)-matrices with entries from A, vanishing at the main diagonal. LT n (A) has a structure of a differential algebra with a standard matrix multiplication, where matrix entries are multiplying as elements of
An involution a →ā = (−1) k+1 a, a ∈ A k of A can be extended to an involution of LT n (A) asĀ = (ā ij ) 1≤i,j≤n+1 . It satisfies the following properties:
Also we have the generalized Leibniz rule for the differential (3)
The algebra LT n (A) has a two-sided center 
Indeed it's easy to verify the following equalities:
Now let A be the matrix of a formal connection, then the matrix µ(A) belongs to the center I n (A) and hence dµ(A) = 0. One can think of µ(A) as the curvature matrix of a formal connection A.
Let A be an lower triangular matrix from LT n (A). One can rewrite it in the following notation:
Proposition 2.4. A matrix A ∈ LT n (A) is the matrix of a formal connection if and only if the following conditions on its entries hold on
Proof. The system (5) is just the Maurer-Cartan equation rewritten in terms of the entries of the matrix A and it is a part of the classical definition [17] of the defining system for a Massey product.
Definition 2.5 ([17])
. A collection of elements, A = (a(i, j)), for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n and (i, j) = (1, n) is said to be a defining system for the product a 1 , . . . , a n if it satisfies (5).
In this situation the (p(1, n) + 2)-dimensional cocycle
is called the related cocycle of the defining system A.
Remark. We saw that the notion of the defining system is equivalent to the notion of the formal connection. However one has to remark that an entry a(1, n) of the matrix A of a formal connection does not belong to the corresponding defining system A, it can be taken as an arbitrary element from A. In this event the only one (possible) nonzero entry τ of the Maurer-Cartan matrix µ(A) is equal to −c(A) + da(1, n).
Definition 2.6 ([17]
). The n-fold product a 1 , . . . , a n is defined if there is at least one defining system for it (a formal connection A with entries a n , . . . , a 1 at the second diagonal). If it is defined, then a 1 , . . . , a n consists of all cohomology classes α ∈ H p(1,n)+2 (A) for which there exists a defining system A (a formal connection A) such that c(A) (−τ respectively) represents α.
Theorem 2.7 ([17]
, [2] ). The operation a 1 , . . . , a n depends only on the cohomology classes of the elements a 1 , . . . , a n .
Proof. A changing of an arbitrary entry a ij , j > i of the matrix A of a formal connection to a ij + db leads to a replacement of A by
where E ij is a scalar matrix wich has 1 on (i, j)-th place and zeroes on all others. For the corresponding Maurer-Cartan matrix we will have
Definition 2.8 ([17])
. A set of closed elements a i , i = 1, . . . , n from A representing some cohomology classes
. . , n is said to be a defining system for the Massey n-fold product α 1 , . . . , α n if it is one for a 1 , . . . , a n . The Massey n-fold product α 1 , . . . , α n is defined if a 1 , . . . , a n is defined, in which case α 1 , . . . , α n = a 1 , . . . , a n as subsets in Example 2.10 (Triple Massey products). Let α, β, and γ be the cohomology classes of closed elements a ∈ A p , b ∈ A q , and c ∈ A r . The Maurer-Cartan equation for
is equivalent to
Hence the triple Massey product α, β, γ is defined if and only if
If these conditions are satisfied then the Massey product α, β, γ is defined as a subset in H p+q+r−1 (A) of the following form
Since f and g are defined by (6) up to closed elements from A p+q−1
and A q+r−1 respectively, the triple Massey product α, β, γ is an affine subspace of
Remark. We defined Massey products as the multi-valued operations in general. More often in the literature the triple Massey product is defined as a quotient-space α, β, γ /(α · H q+r−1 (A) + H p+q−1 (A) · γ) and it is single-valued in this case (see [12] ).
Definition 2.11. Let an n-fold Massey product α 1 , . . . , α n be defined. It is called trivial if it contains the trivial cohomology class: 0 ∈ α 1 , . . . , α n . Proposition 2.12. Let a Massey product α 1 , . . . , α n is defined. Then all Massey products α l , . . . , α q , 1 ≤ l < q ≤ n, q −l < n−1 are defined and trivial.
Proof. It follows from (5).
Remark. The triviality of all Massey products α l , . . . , α q , 1 ≤ l < q ≤ n, q − l < n − 1 is only a necessary condition for a Massey product α 1 , . . . , α n to be defined. It is sufficient only in the case n = 3.
Let us denote by GLT n (K) a group of non-degenerate lower triangular (n+1, n+1)-matrices of the form:
Proposition 2.13. Let A ∈ LT n (A) be the matrix of a formal connection and C an arbitrary matrix from GLT n (K). Then the matrix C −1 AC ∈ LT n (A) and satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation, i.e. is again the matrix of a formal connection.
Proof.
Example 2.14. Let A ∈ LT n (A) be the matrix of a formal connection (defining system) for a Massey product α 1 , . . . , α n . Then a matrix C −1 AC with
Definition 2.15. Two matrices A and A ′ of formal connections from LT n (A) are equivalent if there exists a matrix C ∈ GL(n+1, K) such that Remark. Following the original Massey work [20] some higher order cohomological operations that we call now Massey products were introduced in the 60s in [17] and [18] . The relation between Massey products and the Maurer-Cartan equation was first noticed by May [18] and this analogy was not developed untill [2] .
In the present article we deal only with Massey products of nontrivial cohomology classes. It is possible to take some of them trivial, but in this situation is more natural to work with so-called matrix Massey products that were first introduced by May [18] . This approach was also developed in [2] . We will not treat this case in the sequel.
Formal connections and representations
Let LT n (K) be a Lie algebra of lower triangular (n+1, n+1)-matrices over a field K of zero characteristic and ρ : g → LT n (K) be a representation of a Lie algebra g. Example 3.1. We take n = 1 and consider a linear map
It is evident that ρ is a Lie algebra homomorphism if and only if the linear form a ∈ g * is closed
In other words the matrix A = 0 0 a 0 satisfies the "strong"
Remark. We recall that we defined in the Section 2 the involution of a graded A asā = (−1) k+1 a, a ∈ A k . Thus for a matrix A with entries from g * we haveĀ = A. One has to remark thatā differs by the sign from the definition ofā in [17] , however in [19] one meets our sign rule. Proof. 
The Lie algebra LT n (K) has a one-dimensional center I n (K) spanned by the matrix 
One can consider an one-dimensional central extension Let us consider a Massey product of the form
If it is defined then n-fold product ω 1 , . . . , ω n is trivial and the existence of the homomorphism ϕ : g → LT n (K) means that there is a (n + 1)-dimensional g-module V with a basis f 1 , . . . , f n+1 , such that gf j ∈ Span(f j+1 , . . . , f n+1 ), j = 1, . . . , n; gf n+1 = 0.
One can consider the spectral sequence E p,q r from the Proposition 1.3 converging to the cohomology H * (g, V ) of g with coefficients in V .
Theorem 3.5. Let g be a Lie algebra and a (n+1)-fold Massey product
be defined. Let also A be a corresponding formal connection. Then it exists the (n + 1)-dimensional g-module V and the spectral sequence E p,q r converging to the cohomology H * (g, V ) such that
where
is the i-th differential of the spectral sequence E p,q r and c(A) is the cocycle of the formal connection A.
Proof. The proof is almost evident, one has to follow only the definitions. Namely we denote the entries of the matrix A of the formal connection by
The Maurer-Cartan equation gives us the following system of equations on the elements Ω i standing at the first column of A:
We recall that Ω n can be an arbitrary form. The corresponding cocycle c(A) will be equal to
On the another hand in the cochain complex C * (g, V ) we have
where d denotes the differential in the complex C * (g, V ) and the standard d is the differential of the complex C * (g) with trivial coefficients. Hence df n+1 = 0 and for i = 1, . . . , n, we have df i = f i+1 ⊗ω n−i+1 +f i+2 ⊗a(n−i, n−i+1)+· · ·+f n+1 ⊗a(1, n−i+1).
The end of the proof.
The Feigin-Fuchs-Retakh theorem
We recall that the algebra H * (L 1 ) has a trivial multiplication. Buchstaber conjectured that the algebra H * (L 1 ) is generated with respect to the Massey products by H 1 (L 1 ), moreover all corresponding Massey products can be chosen non trivial. The weak version of Buchstaber's conjecture was proved by Feigin, Fuchs and Retakh [11] . , . . . , , . . . , , . . . ,
Corollary 4.2. All Massey products from the Theorem 4.1 are trivial.
A few words about the proof of the Theorem 4.1. The main technical problem is obvious: one have to write out explicit formulas for the forms Ω i from the formal connection A. It easy to see that cocycles g , g 2l + , l ≥ 1, can be found in [11] . The question is the corresponding Massey product non-trivial or not have not been discussed.
Verma modules and Virasoro singular vectors
Definition 5.1. The Virasoro algebra Vir is an infinite dimensional Lie algebra defined by its basis {z, e i , i ∈ Z} and the structure relations:
Vir is Z-graded Lie algebra where z, e 0 have gradings equal to zero, and a generator e i has grading equal to i. Vir is the one-dimensional central extension of the Witt algebra (the one-dimensional centre of Vir is spanned by z). A Verma module V (h, c) is N-graded module:
V n (h, c) is an eigenspace of e 0 with the eigenvalue (h + n):
Besides of this zw = cw for any w ∈ V (h, c). A homogeneous singular vector w ∈ V n (h, c) of degree n generates in V (h, c) a submodule isomorphic to V (h + n, c).
It is well-known [9] that there is a singular vector w ∈ V n (h, c) of degree n if and only if, for some positive integers p and q and complex number t, we have n = pq and c = c(t) = 13 + 6t + 6t
The singular vector w p,q (t) of degree n = pq is unique up to scalar multiplication. One can write w p,q (t) as a continuous function of t [13] :
The coefficients a p,q I (t) depend polynomially on t and t −1 . We assume that the coefficient a p,q 1,...,1 (t) is equal to 1. It is natural to consider the last sum over ordered partitions 
It is still unclear how to write out the general formula for all S p,q (t) with the ordering i 1 ≥ i 2 ≥ · · · ≥ i s ≥ 1.
L 1 -resolution and cohomology of thread modules
Let us consider the Verma module V (0, 0). We fix the value t = − by S p,q for simplicity. (2) is the subspace of codimension one in V (0, 0);
, k≥1.
Example 6.3. One can verify the following equality in the universal enveloping algebra U(L 1 ) that illustrates the property considered above:
It means that
The inclusions of submodules V 3k 2 ±k 2 considered above provides us with the exact sequence of Vir-modules [23, 9, 10] . . .→V (
, 0)⊕V (
, 0)
. . .
where δ k are defined with the help of operators S p,q ∈ U(L 1 ):
ε is the canonical surjective homomorphism.
Theorem 6.4 (Rocha-Carridi-Wallach [23] , Feigin-Fuchs [9] ). The exact sequence (13) regarded as the sequence of L 1 -modules is a free resolution of the one-dimensional trivial L 1 -module C.
is isomorphic to the cohomology of the following complex (15) . . .
(16)
One can fixe an infinite basis f j , j ∈ Z, such that f j spans V j .
Example 6.7. Let us define a thread L 1 -module A α by its basis f i , i ∈ Z, and some parameter α ∈ K:
It is evident that e i f j = 0, i ≥ 3, ∀j.
Example 6.8. Another thread L 1 -module F λ,µ came from the wellknown infinite dimensional representation of the Witt algebra in the tensor densities [12] :
where λ, µ ∈ K are two parameters.
For a given
Let us introduce the numbers σ p,q (j) ∈ K such that
is isomorphic to the cohomology of the following complex: (17) . . .
Proof. The homogeneous cohomology H * s (L 1 , M) is isomorphic to the cohomology of the following subcomplex of (15).
with differentials (16) d k restricted on M s+e(−k) ⊕M s+e(k) . In its turn each subspace M s+e(±k) is isomorphic to K.
At the time of writing the article [9] Feigin and Fuchs were not able to write the general formula for all operators S p,q ∈ U(L 1 ). However they managed to find explicit expressions for all entries σ p,q (j) ∈ K for both examples F λ,µ and A α of thread modules considered above. In particular for the L 1 -module A 1,α the matrix D k will have the following form:
where in particular
The corresponding formulas for the module F λ,µ were also obtained by Feigin and Fuchs [9] . It is useful to consider also finite-dimensional thread L 1 -modules of the following type (short thread modules in [11] )
for some integers m, n. For a given infinite dimensional thread module V = ⊕ i V i one can consider its so-called subquotient V m,n :
that is a finite-dimensional thread module: dim V m,n = n−m+1. can be defined by its basis f m , . . . , f n and non-trivial structure relations e 1 f j = f j+1 , j = m, . . . , n−1, e 2 f j = αf j+2 , j = m, . . . , n−2.
Special thread L 1 -moduleM
Let us consider a new thread L 1 -moduleM defined by its infinite basis {f j , j ∈ Z}.
The verification that the formulas (21) define a L 1 -module is straight forward. One can think ofM as the result of "gluing together" of two modules: the quotient of F −1,1 with submodule of F 0,0 .
Remark. The moduleM = ⊕ iMi is decomposable as the direct sum of two L 1 -modules
Let us consider a subquotientM m,n =0 = Span (f m , . . . , f −1 , f 1 , . . . , f n ) that can be defined by
The moduleM
=0 defines a representation L 1 → LT n−m+1 and hence a formal connection AM . We present below an example of formal connection AM with m = −2, n = 3. 
Now we want to establish the uniqueness in some sense of the modulẽ M: up to an isomorphismM is a unique thread L 1 -module with the decomposition (22) , where the first summand is one-dimensional trivial module and the second one is cyclic in the sense (23). It will be convenient for us to consider a new basis of L 1 :
Now we have in particular that
It was proved by Benoist [3] that L 1 is generated by two elementsẽ 1 ,ẽ 2 with the following two relations on them
whereẽ 3 ,ẽ 5 ,ẽ 7 are defined by (7) . Hence the defining relations (25) will give us the following set of equations on a L 1 -module V = Span (f m , . . . , f n ):
Obviously if e 1 f i = 0 in a thread module M one can consider the vector f by its basis f i , i = m, . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , n, with n−m+1 ≥ 11 such that:ẽ
will have the following form:
Now after rescaling the basic vectors if necessary one can assume that
The system (26) has the unique solution
In order to find b −3 we have to consider the following equations:
Evidently we have the answer b −3 = −3.
For b −4 we have two new additional equations:
Again one can remark that there are two equations on b −5 :
And we have b −5 = − One can verify that this module is isomorphic toM m,n . Remark. We will consider in the sequel both modulesM m,n andM m,n i =0 . The explanation is very simple: we need the moduleM m,n i =0 for the construction of Massey products but in the same time it is more convenient to compute the cohomology H * (L 1 ,M m,n ) because of the very simple graded thread structure ofM m,n . The relation between
8. Benoit-Saint-Aubin formula and thread moduleM .
Now it is clear that in order to have the general combinatorial formula for singular Virasoro vectors in terms of operators S p,q it is useful to consider the sums over all unordered sequences pq = i 1 + · · · + i s by positive integers i 1 , . . . , i s .
The first important step in this direction was made by Benoit and Saint-Aubin. 
Let us introduce a polynomial F j,p (t): . It follows that i 2 = p−1 and p−1+3j = 0. Proof. The computation by means of the free resolution gives us that in this complex we have also the only one possibly non trivial differential:
Main theorem
(0, f −2k−1 )
.
It is obvious that 
